The Public Policy Fellowship Program (PPF) offers talented Latinos a paid, nine-month fellowship to accelerate their careers as public policy leaders. Participants will be placed in a congressional office on Capitol Hill for the first half of their fellowship and will have the opportunity to pursue a different placement during the second half that best matches their policy interest. The range of placements includes: congressional offices, committees, federal agencies, the White House, national non-profit advocacy organizations, and government-related institutions.

Applicants to the Public Policy Fellowship Program must have earned a bachelor’s degree within three years of the program start date.
SELECTED PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE:

WORK EXPERIENCE IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

COMPETITIVE PAY
Amount will vary depending on the year; please refer to the CHCI website for current stipend amounts.

BENEFITS
• Domestic round-trip transportation to Washington, D.C.
• Health insurance (premium covered by CHCI)
• Optional short-term housing*
• Leadership training, networking and more

* CHCI secures and deducts service costs out of stipend.

"The CHCI fellowship has been one of the most formative experiences in my life. I've had the privilege and honor to meet people I would've never met, work on meaningful projects, and enjoy the life of a fellow – a life full of learning and opportunity. From learning how to tie a tie from my congressman to writing hearing questions and testimonies for him, I treasure the Hill. Now, I get to research the social safety net at an organization whose mission aligns with mine. I've had a blast doing all this crucial work, and I can't thank CHCI enough."

JULIO SALAS
2021-2022 Public Policy Fellow
Corona, New York
Cornell University
Bachelor of Science in Human Development
Placement 1: Office of Congressman Salud Carbajal
Placement 2: The Urban Institute